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Introduction

Assume that quantum computers exist. Then the actual signing
algorithms like RSA and El-Gamal are not secure anymore.
Therefore we use the post-quantum system "Unbalanced Oil and
Vinegar" (UOV) for secure message signing. Are you able to break
it anyway?

The basic principle of UOV is as follows. Two quadratic,
multivariate systems of equations are given, connected by a hidden
a�ne map. One system is public and hard to invert. The other is
secret and due to a built-in trapdoor easy to invert.
In contrast to univariate equations (e.g. in x), multivariate
equations have several, independent variables such as x,y, z or
x1, x2, x3.
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Introduction

Let P be a quadratic system of equations in the variables x1, ..., xn.
This is the public key, allowing easy veri�cations of any given
signature [x1, ..., xn].
Given in addition is an a�ne map S, mapping P to the second
system of equations called F. F and S represent the secret key,
allowing an easy solving of P respectively an easy message signing.

The idea of the trapdoor, placed in the secret system of equations
F, is as follows. The n variables are partitioned in o oil variables
and v vinegar variables. With m = o, we denote the number of
equations.
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Introduction

Whereas in the public system P all variables are completely mixed,
the situation in the secret system F is comparable to a salad: There
is no "real mixture" between oil and vinegar. Concretely no
quadratic term in F exists, which is combined of two oil variables.
There are only quadratic terms of two vinegar variables or mixed
terms.

Choosing the vinegar variables by random, we derive a linear system
of equations with o equations and o unknowns. This is solvable in
an easy way. In the public system P a proceeding like this does not
exist.

To test your skills and/or the code of your programs, please have a
look at the additional �le toyExample_en.txt and the example
within.
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Challenge

Find a solution x = [x1, . . . , x39] for the public system of equations
given in the �le uovMTlevel2_17_13.txt, i.e. �nd a signature of
the message [4, 12, 12, 9, 1, 11, 12, 0, 0, 4, 16, 3, 10].

Let the parameters for this challenge be n = 39, with v = 26 and
m = o = 13 and K = F17 be the �eld.

Note: The equations are given in polynomial format, i.e. they are
implicitly equal to zero.
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